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Sea & Sea YS-120 Duo

A Compact, Versatile Strobe with Plenty of Power
TEXT AND PHOTOGRAPHY BY JACK AND SUE DRAFAHL
ver the last few years
the underwater
photography line offered by Sea & Sea
has exploded into a
vast system of housings, flashes, cameras and related underwater photo accessories. The Sea &
Sea strobe systems
have become more
powerful yet smaller
and, in the case of
the YS-120 Duo,
more flexible. This
amazing strobe works
with such Sea & Sea products as the Motor Marine II-EX
and SX-1000 as well as the
Nikonos V and RS and a housed
Nikon N50. This is possible because of a unique type of electronic circuitry that adapts for
TTL photography with either four
or five pin connectors. The YS120 is the first and only submersible strobe with this circuitry.
Considered a mid-sized underwater
strobe, the YS-120 Duo has a color temperature of 5000°K, which will give your
photos natural flesh tones and warm
hues. At full power, the underwater guide
number is 45 with ISO 100 film. This
translates to an exposure of f/11 at three
feet. Just as important is the 105 degree
beam angle, which covers most wide angle lenses on the market. If you want to
soften the flash and spread the beam angle even more, you can use the diffuser
that comes with the flash. A small ring on
the flash housing allows you to attach a
cord from the diffuser to the flash so it
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strobe is mounted on, the indicator lights
are visible. This practical innovation is
sure to be a hit with dual strobe photographers. A red light signals the flash
is fully powered and ready to perform. A second light turns green
and beeps when a correct exposure is achieved using TTL. This
green light stays on long enough
for you to move your eyes from the
camera viewfinder to the strobe to
check the exposure.
Because the internal flash circuitry
for Canon cameras is very different
from Nikon's, there is a second version
of this strobe, the YS-120-C TTL, designed just for use with housed Canon
cameras.
The YS-120 Duo is powered by
eight AA batteries and recycles
at full power in two to three seconds with nickel-cadmiums,
three to four seconds with alka(Continued on Page 59)

The YS120 Duo
can be used
on manual or TTL
and with several cameras. It covers the
picture area of most wide angle lenses
and can also function as a slave.

cannot be lost underwater.
There are two controls on the back of
the strobe that allow easy access to all its
functions. The left switch gives the unit
power, allows you to select slave function or test fire the strobe.
The
right switch has posiCOMPARISON OF SEA & SEA STROBES
tions
for full power manuU/W
Recycle
al, one-half power manual
Guide* Picture Color
Time
Weight Retail
and TTL automatic.
Model
(IS0 100) Angle Temp, (seconds) In Air
Price
Unlike any strobe on
YS-300TTL
5500°K
4 (A)
4.4 Ibs. $999.95
49
100°
the market today, the YS5000°K
YS-1 20 DUO
4 (A)
2.9 Ibs. $782.95
45
105°
3(Ni)
120 Duo features identi4(L)
cal indicator lights on
5400°K 5.5-6.5 (A) 1.6 Ibs. $426.95
YS-50TTL
40
90°
each side of the strobe
4-5 (Ni)
head. No matter which
5400°K
YS-20S
12.6oz. $316.95
23
85°
6 (A)
side of the camera the

A = alkalines. N = nickel-cadmiums. L = lithium
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Top: The back of the YS-120 showing the
battery compartment door and switches. Above: The YS-120 Duo can use alkaline, lithium or rechargeable batteries.

SEA & SEA YS-120 DUO
(Continued from Page 10)
lines and five seconds with lithium batteries. At full power you should be able to
make three dives with rechargeables, six
dives with alkalines and more than a
dozen dives with lithiums. Using TTL can
increase the strobe's battery life to two or
three times that of full manual. If you are a
macro shooter, you may have to change

Above: Connectors are available for a
variety of cameras. Below: The battery
compartment door is O-ring sealed.

NnPlintn Compares
With Being Here.
The
unbelievable
walls. The
incredible
marine life. Even the
spectacular meals make it hard to show
how incredible a stay here really is.
But. bring your camera anyway, it's the only way you'll
be able to explain what it was like when you get home.
Call us. we'll try our best to describe it to you.

oymon
BEACH RESORT
For iiilnriiiiii inn \ reservations mil: I-IW-327-3I35 or 113-323-1727 Fax 113-323-1127
circle f314 on Reader Service Card

batteries only once during a dive trip. A
Sea & Sea charger and eight nickel-cadmium batteries can be purchased as an
accessory (for 120/240 volt currents).
SEA & SEA YS-120 DUO
COMPONENTS
YS-120 Duo Strobe
with sync cord
Extra sync cord
Eight nickel-cadmium
batteries and charger

$782.95
$101.00
$152.00

The YS-120 batteries are in an O-ring
sealed compartment. The markings confirming battery orientation are very clear.
Sea & Sea's unique battery locking door
ensures a very positive seal.
The YS-120 Duo's high impact thermopolymer construction provides a 200
foot depth rating yet the strobe weighs
less than 26 ounces. Sea & Sea's II, III, IV
and new Sea Arm V flash arms can be
connected to the base of the YS-120,
providing a variety of extensions. If you
want to use two strobes, Sea & Sea also
offers a dual flash connector for Nikonos,
(Continued on Page 71)

flfaufet from Here Ifofl
Dive breathtaking walls.
Swim in waters teeming
with wildlife. Explore
a Caribbean island
paradise. And after
a day like that, you
can relive it all with
friends around the
outdoor tiki bar
before adjourning to a
magnificent meal. Then it's
back to your spacious
oceanview room to dream of
the next day's adventures.
Call us for the adventures that
await you.

BRfiCGnOREEF
BEACH

RESORT

CAYMAN BRAC. B.W I

For information & reservations call: I-800-327-3835 or 813-323-8727 Fax 813-323-8827
arete 928 on Reader Service Card
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SEA & SEA YS-120 DUO
(Continued from Page 59)
Motor Marine and Sea & Sea housings.
To avoid corrosion, the YS-120 Duo
uses very few metal parts in the housing.
Most of the parts are high impact plastic,
joined with metal. The only exception is
in the flash arm control where stainless
steel screws into stainless steel. Even
this metal to metal contact is protected
with a special plastic washer. The sync
cord for the Motor Marine is plastic at
both ends, while the cord for the Nikonos
and housings has plastic at the flash end
and a metal similar to that of the camera
at the other end. This similar metal reduces electrolysis.
The Sea & Sea YS-120 Duo strobe is
an excellent piece of modern engineering. The folks at Sea & Sea have carefully
analyzed what underwater photographers need and ultimately demand. The
YS-120 Duo's compact size and weight
give it versatility, which makes it an excellent addition to your underwater photo system. If you're in the market for a
strobe, no matter what type of camera
system you own, Sea & Sea's YS-120
Duo will do the job. Give it a flash!
For more information or the name of
your nearest Sea & Sea dealer, contact
the company at 2105 Camino Vida Roble,
Suite L, Carlsbad, CA 92009; (619) 9291909, (619) 929-0098 (fax).

FLAMINGO BEACH RESORT
& CASINO

invites you to celebrate

PETER HUGHES DIVE BONAIRE'S
20th Anniversary Special!
4 NIGHTS

prr |ViM>n. double occupancy

VALUE ADDED FEATURES

•Unlimited boat dives (as scheduled)
•Unlimited airfills (for shore diving)
•$20.00 per person, per stay,
beverage credit
•$20.00 per room match play at
Flamingo Casino

(800) 367-3484
Price quoted is for a four ( I I night stay.per person based on double (xvupancy ami is valid from January (\ 19%
thru April 7. 19%. Price includes air-conditioned acc< >mm< idations in a standard nxmi. roundtnp airport hotel
transfers, complimentary buoyancy control clinic, the above mentioned YALl'K AI)I)I-'I) I-T.ATl Kl\
all (axes and service charges on package I'eaturev Local phone: (919) 419-3484.

OSD/AD1995

SOLMAR V
ANIMAL ENCOUNTERS
The stylish new live-aboard Solmar V
is fast becoming known for unusual marine animal encounters. Besides
Hammerheads, sealions and Whale
Sharks, one lucky Sea of Cortez trip was
met by a young adult Elephant Seal at
Los Islotes. To the delight of the passengers, this 500 pound pinniped got close
and personal with the divers.

TIARA BEACH RESORT

You 've been here before.
In your dreams.

Cayman Brae
Come experience the incredible diving you've only dreamed about. On Cayman Brae.
Crystal clear waters. Incredible walls. Nearby reefs, teeming with an abundance of exotic
marine life. A stay at Divi's Tiara Beach Resort on Cayman Brae is all at a price you can
stop dreaming about and start enjoying!

WINTER SPECIAL
5 NIGHTS
Although intimate encounters with 20
foot Giant Mantas and sharks are the
norm, divers on a Socorro Island trip were
unexpectedly visited by a mother and calf
Humpback Whale and on another trip
were diving with wild Bottlenose Dolphins
at O'Neil Rock and The Boiler. This year
promises to be just as exciting. Spaces are
still available on the April and May trips to
the Socorro Islands. For information and
reservations call (800) 344-3349.
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Call for Reservations and Information

(800) 367-3484
Offer good January 6,19% thru April". 19%. Subject to change without notice Price quoted is per person, based
on double occupancy. KP. subject to availability and may change without notice. Certain restrictions apply for
group travel. Local phone: (919) 419-3484. Fax: (919) 419-2075.
OSD/AD 1995
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